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DDITIVE manufacturing has a long history. In recent years certain additive manufacturing technologies 
have gained a new attention. This is mostly driven by the need for light weight design, mass customization, 

as well as rapid manufacturing. The promise of additive manufacturing is form freedom, complexity made easy, 
individualized products, and accelerated production. 
 
On the other hand there has been a shift in how products are designed. More and more design processes are 
driven by the use of computer simulation rather than physical experimentation. Technologies like Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have been transformed from being purely used for 
product validation and failure mode analysis to being design tools. In particular Topology Optimization has 
emerged as a powerful simulation-based design tool. Topology Optimization uses load information to derive the 
optimal material layout for light weight design. These designs have a very aesthetic look and remind us often 
about biological designs. Topology Optimization can help engineers to think out of the box during early stage of 
concept generation. It can generate surprisingly efficient designs in engineering fields where products are 
already considered highly sophisticated. For example, Airbus achieved over 40% weight reduction by applying 
topology optimization on a group of A380 leading edge ribs. Since topology optimization often creates free-
forming 'bionic' structures, interpretation of design concept that fits traditional manufacturing methods has been 
a challenge.  
 
There seems to be a natural symbiosis between simulation-driven design and additive manufacturing. Often the 
true optimal design cannot be manufactured with other means like casting, forging, milling, or extrusion. Then 
manufacturing constraints have to be introduced in the concept phase of the design where topology optimization 
is used. With additive manufacturing, there are less such constraints and the manufactured part can be closer to a 
theoretical design optimum. Additive manufacturing brings almost unlimited freedom for design shape and 
form, hence offers the perfect combination with topology optimization for creation of most efficient structures. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Performance of design conceived for advanced vs. conventional manufacturing. 

An additive manufacturing technique that has gotten the most recognition lately is 3D-Printing. Both are used as 
synonyms these days. There are other techniques that could also be considered additive such as composite 
layups. Latter also has the ability to produce structures that follow the load path and as such give optimum 
performance with little or no constraints. 
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One unique capability of 3D-Printing is that it enables creation of structures built with tiny members, known as 
lattice structure. Lattice structure optimization is a novel solution to create blended solid and lattice structures 
from concept to detailed final design. It has been implemented in the industry leading optimization software 
Altair OptiStruct [1]. This technology has been developed in particular to assist design innovation for additive 
manufacturing. The solution is achieved through two optimization phases. In Phase I classic Topology 
Optimization is performed, albeit reduced penalty options are provided to allow more porous material with 
intermediate density to exist. Phase II transforms porous zones from Phase I into explicit lattice structure. Then 
lattice member dimensions are optimized in the second phase, typically with detailed constraints on stress, 
displacements etc. The final result is a structure blended with solid parts and lattice zones of varying material 
volume. Currently two types of lattice cell layout are provided: tetrahedron and pyramid/diamond shaped cells. 
This results in smoother shape of lattice structure, while also offers flexibility in controlling lattice cell size 
independent of the initial mesh.  
  

 

 

Figure 2: Suspension control arm: Final structure blended with solids and lattice. 
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